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Appendix 1 

 

Preliminary Considerations for Optimum Use of SpotEgg 

 

Preparing the Dataset. – SpotEgg runs the programmed analyses for all the pictures in 

the selected folder and writes per-picture and per-RoI CSV reports (files) to the selected 

output folder as well as combined CSV reports for all the pictures when commanded so. 

Since the parameters for spottiness analysis are defined only once for the whole dataset 

(input folder), the tool provides better results when all the images in the folder 

correspond to RoIs associated to related samples (i.e. eggshells from the same species).  

 

Resolution Aspects. – Images must be taken at a resolution/distance such that features 

are clearly seen in all the RoIs in each picture. Ideally, all images should be taken using 

the same, or at least very similar camera settings, and samples whose results are to be 

compared should be photographed from the same or similar distances (although having 

a scale in each picture allows running picture-to-picture comparisons of feature sizes), 

and the same or similar view angles. Being the latter particularly difficult to achieve 

when working in the field, SpotEgg incorporates a mechanism to partially compensate 

for the apparent visual shading due to the differences in the subtended angles among 

different areas of an eggshell.  

 

Requirements for Accurate Reflectance Measurements. – In order to extract average 

reflectances in the colour bands of the employed digital camera, each input image needs 

to contain at least one grey patch of known reflectance for normalization. Though this is 

not absolutely mandatory (see The Sequential Method in Troscianko and Stevens 2015), 



capturing a reference chart in a different picture forces us to guarantee that illumination 

conditions and camera setup are kept constant between the two acquisitions, and hence, 

the attainable accuracy is reduced when this strict requirement is not fully met. For that 

reason, SpotEgg has been optimised to process images that also contain the reflectance 

chart (though there is nothing in its operation which precludes the incorporation of the 

Sequential Method).   

  Before normalization takes place, input images need to be linearized with 

respect to irradiance since most commercial digital cameras create images through a 

non-linear compressive mapping known as the radiometric response function (Steger 

2006). When input images are provided as raw data (it is important to clarify here that 

there is not anything as a standard RAW format, indeed, every camera vendor has its 

particular format for raw sensor data), SpotEgg runs this linearisation by using an 

internal function (GetRawImageColor) that executes a preconfigured call (transparent to 

the user) to the free program DCRAW (Coffin 2015) that must also be installed and 

available in the system’s path. When images are not raw pixel data, SpotEgg can also 

produce linear versions of the images for reflectance calculation as long as they contain 

calibration charts having at least three grey patches of known reflectance (although the 

larger the number of patches the better the linearisation results). In order to save 

researcher time, SpotEgg can be commanded to try to automatically detect a specific 

calibration chart, namely the ColorChecker Passport from X-rite (USA X-Rite Inc.). 

Details are provided in the section “Linearization and Scaling Factor”. 

 

Illumination Conditions. – Images need to be taken avoiding shades, artefacts, and 

overexposed/underexposed areas, specially in the regions to be processed. Notice that, 

since reflectances are reconstructed from pixel values corresponding to a neutral colour 



target (which is a Lambertian surface of known reflectance), we do need the target and 

the subjects of interest to receive the same incident light (power and colouration), and to 

be viewed under the same subtended angle.  

When taking images under fully controllable illumination conditions (lab, 

museum, etc.) there is a myriad of technical solutions to ensure that illumination is as 

uniform as possible over the whole picture (placing a lux-meter in different parts of the 

scene once illumination is stable is a good practice). Best results are obtained by 

avoiding a direct exposition of the area to be photographed to the light sources by  

making extensive use of reflective umbrellas, soft-box diffusors, etc. Moreover, it is 

desirable that the spectrum of the lamp does not contain very high colour peaks which 

might artificially alter colouration in some subjects (depending on the absorbance 

characteristics of the subject) but produce not noticeable effect in the reflective target 

that is used for normalization. Finally, from our point of view, continuous light sources 

are preferable over pulsed schemes since they allow an easier setup and do not require a 

precise setting of the light strobe time and picture sampling time. 

When working in the field, setting up a proper artificial illumination system including 

light sources (and their power units), diffusive umbrellas, soft-box diffusors, etc., for 

each different picture taking location is not feasible from our experience. Moreover, the 

access time to the subject to be photographed is normally very short. Therefore, we will 

have to rely on existing natural illumination conditions keeping in mind what the 

method is based on, i.e. the illumination of the whole scene (both power and colour) can 

be reconstructed from the pixels corresponding to the reflectance target. As in the 

previous case, we need to guarantee that there are not partial shadows nor reflections 

affecting the target and not the subject and vice versa. Also, we must check that the 

neither the target nor the subject receive some stray light reflected (or scattered) from 



other objects in the scene. A method to somehow control illumination conditions in the 

field was proposed by Ornés et al. (2014), where a sort of  “black-box” was employed 

to isolate the subject from the surroundings objects. A different and affordable solution 

when working in the field, which does not involve any contact to the object to be 

photographed (e.g., a nest), consists of interposing diffusive neutral colour reflectors or 

diffusive neutral colour umbrellas between the sun and the object to be photographed. 

In both cases the equipment is cheap and its weight is low enough to consider taking it 

to the field. 

 

White Balance (WB). – SpotEgg always recovers WB from either the raw data when 

available, or from information extracted from the grey patches in the scene. 

 

Use of Camera Bracketing. – When the research is only about spottiness (no 

colouration), it is possible to employ the camera bracketing options in order to produce 

High Dynamic Range (HDR) versions of the scene. Although HDR images are 

“artificially” coloured in general, since they usually employ tone-mapping techniques 

that alter colours, spot detection is simplified thanks to the obtained contrast gain. 

 

RoI Definition. – SpotEgg can be commanded to try to automatically find egg-like 

shaped RoIs in the scene. Detection success strongly depends on how texturised the 

background is, obviously the more uniform the better, and on the separation between 

eggs (it is more reliable when eggs are not in contact). In order to minimize false 

positive, SpotEgg does not try to find egg-like shapes whose area is below 5% of the 

total area covered in the image. When the object under study is not an eggshell, or 



autodetection has failed, our tool allows the user to manually draw any number of RoIs 

in an image. 

 

Defining Local Thresholds for spots segmentation 

 

Generally speaking, spots are areas whose reflectance is lower than that in a 

neighbourhood around them. Obviously, the size of this neighbourhood depends on the 

species, since eggs from different species may exhibit spots of very different sizes. On 

the other hand, the variability of the illumination conditions across the eggshell, as well 

as the variability of the intensity of the spots, and the 3D nature of its surface, makes 

unviable the use of a single threshold for segmenting spots from background. Instead, 

SpotEgg employs a locally defined threshold for every pixel that is obtained from a per-

colour-channel local averaging of the reflectances in a given neighbourhood radius 

around each pixel. Thus, for every reflectance colour channel  I k , with k denoting any 

of the sensor colour channels, we create a new image  Gk , where each pixel {Gij} 

corresponds to the average of the pixels in a circle of programmable radius R around it. 

Mathematically, each reflectance colour channel is convolved (∗ ) with a disk-shaped 

averaging kernel MR, 

  G
k = M R ∗ I k  (A2) 

Spot candidates image for a given colour channel, S k , are defined by the 

following set of equations: 
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 (A3) 

where  T  is a spot sensitivity threshold (see Spot Detector Training in the paper), and 

imcomplement refers to the image complement operator, that for 16bit unsigned (uint16) 

numbers is simply: 

   imcomplement(x) = 65535− x  (A4) 

Basically, behind this mathematical formulation, we are simply defining spots 

candidates as those pixels that significantly depart from the pixel values in their 

vicinity. It is clear that this definition will be specially well suited to detect the edges of 

the spots, however, it might lead to misclassification of the central area of relatively 

large spots (as compared to the size of the disk kernel employed for averaging), as 

points in this area (close the centre of large spots) will not differ significantly from the 

average of their neighbours (other pixels in the same spot).  

SpotEgg solves this limitation as follows: First, for each spot candidates image, S k , we 

perform a hole-filling operator to produce an auxiliary image  SF k , 

   SF k = holefill(S k )  (A5) 

At this point we find the positions where the two images are different (i.e. the 

pixels which have been filled in the binary mask). 

   NewFilled k = xor(S k ,SF k )  (A6) 



Finally, we check how similar are the pixels in  NewFilled k , to the original pixels in the 

same spot, and those being similar, within a user definable threshold, are added to the 

spot whereas the others are discarded. Finally, each resulting spot candidates,  S k , 

image is post-processed to discard spots whose size is smaller (in mm2), than a user-

definable limit, and the resulting per-colour-channel spot images 
  
{S k}k=1,2,...,Nchannels , are 

logically combined to produce the final spot image  S  as: 

   S = or({S k})  (A7) 

 

Eggshell Apparent Darkening Due to the Visual Subtended Angle 

 

It may sound naïf, even ridiculous, to express in a scientific paper that eggshells 

are 3D curved structures. However, such obviousness may be ignored when computing 

equivalent reflectances and spottiness from eggshell images and this could have 

implications when relating eggshell colouration and pigments. When normalizing the 

images to the reflectance of a known standard target placed in the scene one is 

implicitly assuming that; (1) both the eggshell and the target are lambertian surfaces 

under the same irradiance and (2) we are receiving the same light power per area unit 

from both of them. In other words, we assume that the amount of light received from 

the standard reflective target (chart, solid grey,…), and the knowledge about its 

reflectance, can be linearly employed to extract the reflectance of the subject under 

study, and either we can neglect the effects of absorbance/dispersion due to the medium 

(air normally) or it affects in the same way to the target and the subject. The first 

condition, easier to meet (though considering the eggshells as lambertian elements 

might be more controverted), can be satisfied by placing the reflectance standard as 

close to the eggshells to be photographed as possible and by avoiding shades or 



reflections in both of them. Conversely, the second condition is simply impossible to 

meet since, eggshells are curved surfaces (in opposition to the targets which use to be 

planar surfaces) and cameras are projective systems. Let us show the implications of 

these two aspects using the diagrams in Fig. A3, which, for the sake of simplicity, only 

2D (x-y) cuts are drawn, with orthogonal axes of the system being the camera optical 

axis (y), the egg major axis (x), and the axis defining the eggshell maximum width (z) 

(though this is not too important if one assumes that egg shapes are invariant under 

rotation around their major axis). First, consider the diagram in Fig. A3 (a). There, two 

segments P1P2, P1’P2’, of equal length are located on different areas over the eggshell. 

If, again for the sake of simplicity, we model the camera projective mapping as that of a 

pinhole system, using the focal point as projection centre, it is straightforward to see 

how these two equal length segments are projected onto two segments of different 

length. The extension to the 3D case is also straightforward; sectors of equal area (A) 

over the eggshell appear as sectors of different areas (A1 and A2) on the focal plane. 

This may have implications when the experiment tries to find relationships between 

chemical analyses (pigment concentration) and observed spottiness, since the process of 

taking the images may distort the real degree of spottiness (specially, in images where 

spots are concentrated in parts where size distortion is larger). However, if, statistically 

speaking (most probably it will never be true for any particular egg), spottiness is also 

invariant under rotations around the longitudinal axis, and then one can also assume that 

spots and background are size-distorted in the same way along experiments containing a 

sufficiently large number of samples. The second important error introduced by the 

image-taking process is related to the distortion in apparent brightness. Let us assume 

that the radiance of a narrow beam optical radiation is conserved through our optical 

system, i.e., assume that we have zero absorption, zero dispersion, no vignetting, etc. 



Then, the optical power (it is worth to remember here that a pixel value’s is proportional 

to the received light power) received by the camera from a point  is given by (Boyd 

1983): 

  (A1) 

There,  is the source radiance at point  in the direction of the unit vector , the 

integral area is over the entrance pupil, the solid angle integral extends over the solid 

angle subtended by the entrance window, and finally,  is the angle formed between 

the surface’s normal vector, and the optical axis of the system. In our case,  is 

proportional to both the reflectance of the eggshell and the irradiance, and for 

simplicity, we will assume it as Lambertian (equal for all possible orientations), 

therefore,  (that is, it only depends on a point’s reflectance and 

irradiance). Clearly, as stated in eq. (1), the optical power received from any differential 

area sector ( ) over the eggshell depends on both, the angle between the surface’s 

normal vector and the optical axis at this point, and the solid angle subtended by this 

. We can assume that the effect of the different distances from the entrance pupil of 

different  over the eggshell is low enough to be neglected in the calculations (as 

distance affects the solid angle) provided that the distance from the camera to the egg is 

much larger than the differences in distances among different parts of the egg. However, 

the effect of the orientation of the surface’s normal vector ( ) in eq. 1 cannot be 

neglected (see Fig. A3(b)). Hence, considering that reflectance values from any sector 

over the eggshell can be obtained by a simple normalization to the reflectance of a 

standard target is methodologically incorrect. Therefore, either we constrain the 

reflectance studies to small area sectors over the eggshell whose subtended angle is 

close to 0 (which involves many subjective appreciations which are prone to produced 
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biased errors) or, if we aim to maximize the area of the eggshell image that is employed 

for reflectance evaluations, we provide a mechanism to correct this error.  

Unfortunately, fully correcting this effect requires for a perfect knowledge of, basically, 

 for every point  of the eggshell in the image. This is not a trivial variable to 

obtain as it depends on a large set of factors like, diameter of entrance pupil, egg 

curvature at every point, relative orientation of normal vectors at each point and 

camera’s sensor plane, etc., many of them of very difficult (if not impossible) obtention, 

especially when using images taken in the field.  

Instead, we have created a method (Background Colour Constancy Option in the paper) 

that reduces this error by calculating a compensation matrix for the eggshell image. This 

method relies on the only assumption that the average background reflectance on a 

25x25 tessellation of the eggshell image is constant. In order words, we assume that 

eggshell background reflectance is constant at a large scale. 

  

  cos[θ(r)]  r



 

An Approximation to Box Counting Methods over non-rectangular RoIs. 

 

As defined by Mandelbrot (1967), given a bounded set  I , in an Euclidean space, 

the set is said to be self-similar (fractal) if it can be expressed as the union of  Nr  

different non-overlapping duplicates of  I , each of which is similar to  I , scaled down 

by a factor   1/ r . Under this definition, the fractal dimension  FD  of  I  is 

mathematically defined as: 

 
  
FD = lim

r→0

log(Nr )
log(1/ r)

 (A7) 

Since, as demonstrated by Pentland (1984) the image of a fractal object is also a fractal, 

we can use the resulting spottiness images (black and white image marking the spots) to 

provide the obtained fractal dimension for the subjects under study (eggshells or any 

other kind of spotted RoI). FD in images is usually evaluated using box-counting 

methods Huang and Turcotte (1990) that rely on partitioning the objects into boxes of 

the same size, and check how may boxes  Nr  are needed to form the object when 

displayed at a certain scale   1/ r . Then,  FD  is obtained by fitting the to a line the data 

obtained for   log(Nr )  and   log(1/ r) .		

There exist many methods for  FD  calculation, each of them involving complex 

mathematical concepts that are far beyond the scope of this paper. Let us here simplify 

them as much as possible and say that in most of cases, they rely on applying different 

partitioning and counting techniques for images whose size can be expressed as  

 M × M  with   M = 2k . This is obviously a serious constrain for us since we cannot 

guarantee that egg (or RoI) images, will meet this requirement. Here, basically two 

solutions arise; (1) to require the user to manually crop the RoI for  FD  calculation such 



that it meets the constrain, (2) to implement an automatic mechanism for that, and 

maximize the area of the RoI which is accounted for in the calculation of  Nr . It is clear 

that keeping our tool as user-friendly and automated as possible makes us to opt for the 

second choice. 

Once we obtained the spottiness image for a given RoI we pass this image 

(B&W) to our  FD  calculator. First, the RoI is rotated to set its major and major axes 

with the same orientation of the image axes (remember that among the measurements 

provided within the Feature Report, we provide RoI orientation, therefore this 

calculation does not need to be repeated). Then, we find the bounding box for the 

current RoI and crop the original image using this bounding box. Now, this image is 

padded with zeros until its size meets the requirement of being  M × M  with   M = 2k . 

Basically, it the size of the original bounding was  Nrows × Ncols  we find the new size as:  

   M = 2roundup( Log2 (max( Nrows ,Ncols )))  (A8) 

Clearly, the padding process might alter the obtained  FD  as boxes having some 

pixels inside the original RoI and some pixels in the padded area cannot be considered 

as full-size boxes in the counts. In order to solve this problem, we also calculate the 

counting (at each scale) for the padded version of the original RoI (not the spotted 

image, but just the RoI with pixels belonging the area marked as “1” and background as 

0), and use this information as a correction coefficient for the count on the padded spot 

image. In order words, for boxes that are fully inside of the original RoI, their counts are 

unaltered whereas the counts for boxes containing pixels of both types are scaled up by 

a factor which is the ratio between the number of total number of pixels in this box and 

the number of pixels in this box that correspond to pixels in the original RoI.  

In order to test our implementation, we have executed  FD  analysis for a number of 

known fractal curves.  During the tests, the fractal each image was cropped using the 



same ellipse for every pair of images. Thus, we try to produce an image that imitates the 

effect of this fractal image as being “printed” over the surface of an eggshell, with part 

of it not visible as it is printed on the hidden face. Results for this test are summarized 

in Table A1 

For these fractal figures, our method’ average error is 2.025% (standard 

deviation 1.619%) whereas the conventional box counting produces an average error of 

-3.845% (standard deviation 0.81%). As a direct consequence of our scaling for the 

counts in the boxes in the frontier of the RoI, our method overestimates the FD value in 

all cases whereas the conventional box counting method underestimates FD due to the 

fact that frontier boxes are accounted for as complete boxes while they are chopped by 

the shape of the ellipse used to crop the image.	  
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20 
Theoretical 

FD 

Box Count 

FD 

Box Count 

FD Error 

(%) 

SpotEgg 

FD 

SpotEgg 

FD Error 

(%) 

Koch  

Snowflake 
1.262 1.214 -3.80 1.309 +3.72 

Sierpinski 

 Triangle 
1.585 1.531 -3.41 1.601 +1.01 

Sierpinski  

Pentagon 
1.672 1.619 -3.17 1.723 +3.05 

Sierpinski  

Carpet 
1.893 1.797 -5.07 1.887 +0.32 

 

Table A1. A comparison of conventional and SpotEgg box counting for different fractal 

images of known FD.  

  



 

 

Fig. A1. SpotEgg Operational Flowchart (simplified). Blue boxes correspond to either 

user inputs or inputs received from other sections of the tool. Red boxes correspond to 

outputs (saved to file). Black circles are data multiplexers (information flow from this 

point may have different sources).	 	



 

Fig. A2. Coordinate Systems for reporting spot position over the eggshell. SpotEgg 

reports the axial distance D, which is defined as the distance from the pointed pole of 

the RoI to the projection of the centroid of the spot to the major axis of the RoI. 

SpotEgg also reports, angular position , which is defined as the angle between the 

major axis of the eggshell (or RoI) and the line passing through the centroid of a spot 

and the pointed pole of the RoI. 
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Fig. A3. (a) Showing how same length eggshell segments located on different areas in 

the eggshell are projected onto different length segments on the camera focal plane 

(shown in 2D for plotting simplicity). (b) Illustration showing how points over the 

eggshell located on areas of different curvatures are viewed under different subtended 

angles (shown in 2D for plotting simplicity). 

 


